Probing Drosophila gene function by antisense RNA.
The conventional technique for assigning a particular genetic function to a cloned transcription unit has relied on the rescue of the mutant phenotype by germ line transformation. An alternative approach is to mimic a mutant phenotype by the use of antisense RNA injections to produce phenocopies. This approach has been successfully used to identify genes involved in early pattern forming processes in the Drosophila embryo. At the time when antisense RNA is injected, the embryo develops as a syncytium composed of about 5000 nuclei which share a common cytoplasm. The gene interactions required to establish the body plan occur before cellularization at the blastoderm stage. Thus the nuclei and their exported transcripts are accessible to the injected antisense RNA. The antisense RNA interferes with the endogenous RNA by an as yet unidentified mechanism. The extent of interference is only partial and produces phenocopies with characteristics of weak mutant alleles. In our lab and others, this approach has been successfully used to identify several genes required for normal Drosophila pattern formation.